
• Hymer GmbH & Co. KG will be showcasing its new products for the 2024 model year 
at the CMT Holiday Exhibition in Stuttgart.  Here, the motorhome manufacturer will be 
presenting the ML-T 570 – a new, compact layout of the popular ML-T series. .

• One particular highlight of the exhibition is the ML-T 570 Xperience special edition, 
which people will only be able to see at the CMT. 

• ERIBA will also be making a big splash and presenting a real highlight in the form of 
the new ERIBA Car. The new camper van built on a VW chassis offers fans cutting-
edge technology and the highest standards of comfort. 

Setting new standards: the compact Hymer ML-T 570 

At the CMT, Hymer will be presenting the new layout of the popular Hymer ML-T 570 
motorhome, which once again combines the company’s usual premium standards with 
the spirit of adventure of a camper van. The new Hymer ML-T 570 not only boasts a 
wide variety of new interior designs, convenient functions and smart self-sufficiency 
features, but is also the perfect choice for anyone who wants to experience epic 
adventures in a compact vehicle thanks to its combination of manoeuvrability and clever 
use of space.

Compact, smart and more iconic:
Hymer’s new products at the CMT 
2024
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Es Just 24 centimetres separate the new Hymer ML-T from its “big brother”, the ML-T
580. But everyone on board will immediately notice the astonishing impact of these
smaller dimensions when driving and manoeuvring the motorhome. Redesigned storage
spaces also mean that the most has been made of every last inch of the motorhome.
There is plenty of room inside the vehicle for your personal belongings and all of your
gear. Thanks to clever design choices, drivers have everything they need within easy
reach, without making the interior feeling cluttered.

For the first time, Hymer will also be presenting the exclusive ML-T 570 Xperience
special edition at the CMT 2024. With special edition decals, exclusive 16" matt black
Borbet rims, a black awning and many other highlights, the vehicle is truly eye-catching.
Combined with the compact dimensions, the rear-wheel drive ensures maximum
manoeuvrability – all while remaining lightweight. The package is rounded off by other
features, including a 93-litre fuel tank, DISTRONIC PLUS Active Distance Assist, the
MBUX multimedia system including navigation and a reversing camera, as well as
seating areas and a sleeping system that have been designed for comfort.

More information and images can be found here. 

ERIBA Car: a camper van with cult potential

Mit For over six decades, ERIBA has been captivating the world with the comfort and
quality of its Touring range. With the launch of the new ERIBA Car, there is now a
camper van on a VW chassis that looks just like the cult caravans, yet with its own
unique charm. True to the ERIBA slogan “Anything but ordinary”, the ERIBA Car is not
only stylish, but also functional and offers a number of customisation options. The
bicolour exterior designs featuring the colours “Deep Ocean”, “Cherry Red” or “Metallic
Indium Grey” give the vehicle a unique and extraordinary appearance, and are
reminiscent of the ERIBA Touring range. Modern materials together with the
coordinated “Deep Ocean” anti-fingerprint material and matching “Tiberino” dark
furniture finish are complemented by yacht-effect flooring. For maximum flexibility, the
ERIBA Car is jam-packed with lots of new ideas. Thanks to the ERIBA Connect app, you
can also use a smartphone or the display to easily control the air conditioning, heating or
lighting. Thanks to the wide range of standard equipment as well as the generous
dimensions of 599 cm in overall length and 207 cm in overall width (not including the
wing mirrors), the ERIBA Car is as easy and comfortable to drive as a car. This ensures
that you remain safe and comfortable on your trips, especially when travelling long
distances.

More information and images can be found here. 

https://www.hymer.com/de/en/home/setting-new-standards-the-compact-hymer-ml-t-570/p/2384749
https://www.hymer.com/de/en/home/eriba-launches-camper-van-with-cult-potential/p/2384945
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About the Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Since its foundation in 1957, Hymer has been a household name in motorhomes and caravans “made in
Germany”. The company is not only notable for its long tradition and passion for motorhoming, but is also
one of the leading manufacturers in the premium sector thanks to its high standards of quality and
consistent record of innovation. Hymer GmbH & Co. KG markets its products under the four brands Hymer
Motor Caravans, Hymer Camper Vans, Hymer Original Parts and Eriba Caravans. Hymer GmbH & Co. KG is
part of the Erwin Hymer Group.

About the Erwin Hymer Group

The Erwin Hymer Group is a 100 percent subsidiary of THOR Industries, one of the world's leading
manufacturers of recreational vehicles with more than 32,000 employees worldwide. The Erwin Hymer
Group unites motorhome and caravan manufacturers as well as motorhome and caravan accessory
specialists, hire and financing services under one roof. The motorhome and caravan brands Buccaneer,
Bürstner, Carado, Crosscamp, Compass, Dethleffs, Elddis, Eriba, Etrusco, Hymer, Laika, LMC,
Niesmann+Bischoff, Sunlight and Xplore, the motorhome rental companies Crossrent, McRent and rent
easy, and also the chassis specialist Goldschmitt, the accessories specialist Movera and the touring portal
freeontour all belong to the Erwin Hymer Group. Further information is provided at
www.erwinhymergroup.com.

More information at www.hymer.com
More press releases and a wide range of press releases and high-resolution images can be found here.
Hymer on Facebook: www.facebook.com/hymer.official
Hymer on Instagram: www.instagram.com/hymer
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